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This edition brings an explosion of creativity with our doodle artwork brief,
creative writing entries and our brand new logo! Take a breath whilst reading
‘Dare to be True’ and take a step back whilst enjoying Soraiya’s ‘Nature walk’.
Olivia gives us an entertaining and informative film review. Meanwhile, Mei
gives us inspiration to get out of the house with her bucket list. Felicity’s poem
will make you think and you can learn something new with the word of the day.
Have some fun with the horoscopes and find out what the Travelling Forward
Team have been up to! Finally, learn a bit about issues today with Josh’s and
Olivia’s anti-social behaviour then find out about the Chill Out Team sessions.

If you want to join the Speak Out Team or find out more about how you can
participate, email speakout@hycy.org.uk

Photo by Yustinus Subiakto on Unsplash

We are excited to show off our new Speak Out logo for the magazine. We ran a
competition locally and received many amazingly creative entries from Welland
Park Academy and Robert Smyth Academy. Thank you all for your entries! It
was a tough decision, but the Speak Out Team chose a drawing of a paper plane
by Lily Coe at Welland Park which was then merged with the words SPEAK
OUT and incorporated typeface suggestions from Amelia Wilson. For our new
website which will launch next year, we have a variation on this design using
colourful letters which many of the entries included. We won’t spoil the surprise!
We hope that this plane will help spread the message of Speak Out, giving
young people a voice and encouraging others to join us. We will also showcase
as many of the design entries as we can on our forthcoming website.

@speakouthcyc

https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out

Check out our website www.hcyc.org.uk
https://localgiving.org/charity/hcyc/project/speakout/
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As the last year
has been very st
range for us
all and at times
home schoolin
g
became the
norm, we wante
d to know how
you young
people felt goin
g back to schoo
l, college or
university. We
decided to ask
yo
ung people
their opinion. Se
e our interestin
g results
below.

How did you feel about
returning to school after
the pandemic?

33%

vous

Happy and ner

Unhappy
and
overwhelm
ed

66%

A BUCKET LIST FOR
THE NEW YEAR
By Mei Kawagoe
In case your sleeping beauty head hasn’t
emerged from a fort of duvets, despair, mild
hypothermia and bone-worming bleakness: it’s
January! *Spoiler alert*
It’s always nicer to start the new year with a list
of wishes, rather than resolutions. And yes, it is
January, but there’s a world outside. (Hopefully).
So, here’s a bucket list, to make you feel alive.
•	Watch the sunset or the sunrise. It’s a cliché
but a beautiful one. A free one. You can
contemplate the startling immensity of the
universe, or just think about what you’re going
to have for breakfast.
•	Memorise one crazy, mesmerising word and
use it in everyday conversation.
•	Try and be a little kinder. Make someone’s
day in the process. Compliment someone on
their outfit; lend them an umbrella; hold the
door open.
• Do something new, even if it gives you
butterflies. Especially then. Whether it be
learning to sing, drawing portraits of your
family, making new friends or even joining the
Speak Out Team, (see front cover for more
information).
•	Drive along in the car blasting your favourite

song, with the windows wide open and the
wind giddily soaring through. If you’re feeling
fancy, wear driving gloves – although you
can’t drive, which is a minor detail – and
sunglasses like a silver-screen superstar.
• Make a list of favourites on a bad day.
Favourite film, feeling, time of year…remember
that there are so many good things out there.
•	Dress up for something. It could be for
Halloween or the supermarket; we just need
more Elvis Presley impersonators in the
everyday. Fill that void.
•	Learn something useful and lovely. This
could be learning how to change a lightbulb,
for illumination, and for feeling strangely
powerful. Perhaps you could learn how
to code, cook, do eye makeup. The world
is your oyster (and YouTube has a lot of
tutorials).
• Dance in the rain. (Make sure to have a hot
shower afterwards, so you don’t catch a chill).
Or do pirouettes whilst washing up, if you live
in a dry climate. Make it work for you.
•	Bake yourself – or someone else – a cake.
Adorn it with candles and make a wish.
Happy New Year! The world is yours.

Truth or Dare
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By Amelia Wilson

A WAY TO DO THIS IS: Think about the

People are often afraid to leave their comfort zones.
After all, that is where you are most at ease, and
no one likes to be uneasy. However, sometimes it
is beneficial to leave that comfort zone and dare to
follow a dream.
Photo by John Forson on Unsplash

Dare yourself to
take some time off
for yourself. You
must know yourself
to be able to leave
your comfort zone
The word ‘dare’ originates from the Greek ‘θρασύς’
which is interpreted as ’brave’. To be bold is usually
perceived to be daring, to be confident. You might
think that ‘truth’ doesn’t exactly go hand in hand
with ‘dare’, but I would argue the two aren’t as
different as they seem. Sometimes telling the truth
takes all the courage you can muster. Especially
when telling it to yourself. It’s easy to lie to yourself,
about the things you wish would disappear. But
does that mean they go away? No.
Sometimes the hardest truth we can face is our
own, and daring to challenge ourselves, is the
biggest dare of all. It’s out of our comfort zone,
it takes strength to work on yourself. A way to
understand yourself is to organise your brain.

things swirling in your brain and put them into
categories:

What you know for sure.
What you aren’t sure about.
What you have no clue about.
At some point, you have to realise that the things
you know for sure often come in low numbers. The
things that seem to worry you, the things you are
unsure about can go on a shelf in the back of your
mind. You can pull them out and think about them
when you have time (like a book), but when they are
not wanted, you can put them away, in a spot you
know you will come back to another time. When
you feel like you are overthinking, put the subject
back on the shelf. There will always be things you
don’t know. If you are perplexed about this, make a
to do list to learn at least a little about one subject.
Then you will have achieved something, and your
brain is ordered.
Dare yourself to take some time off for yourself. You
must know yourself to be able to leave your comfort
zone. It’s a mistake to think that leaving your
comfort zone has to be something big, like climbing
a mountain. It could be leaving a toxic friendship or
telling someone about the heavy burden on your
shoulders - asking for help. These things require
true courage and only come about when you are
honest about how you truly feel about something.
After doing these, then you can be assured that you
can do the big things.
Once you have organised your brain, you can dare
to be your best. Go out in life and be confident,
assured in what you know and open to learn about
what you don’t. Decide what you want to do and do
it. Be bold in your decisions to be utterly yourself,
even if you aren’t quite sure who that is at the
moment.
People get too comfortable settling for what is easy.
Dare to be true to yourself and unlock a world of
opportunities.

An amateur take on filmmaking
- my review of Wes Anderson
By Olivia Hall
The art of film is an extremely versatile medium.
Many people collaborate towards making a film,
but one vastly important cog in the machine is the
director/film maker. This person often has majority
control over how the film is going to look, being
defined as having “the creative vision.” This in turn
means a lot of what a film represents is routed at
the stylistic choices a director makes.

Photo by Natalie Chaney on Unsplash

Zissou’. ‘The Darjeeling Limited’ is a great film to
start you off on your “Wes Anderson journey.”Three
brothers travel across India trying to reconnect after
their father’s death. This film is one that is both
beautiful in a visual sense but it is also shot in a way
that puts the viewer into the story, as if you’re also
experiencing the journey alongside the characters.
I know, I know, lots of filmmakers do this, but
Wes does it in a way that brings out the raw
Many directors have different techniques
emotion that the characters feel, all the love and
depending on the type of film they’re most known
uncomfortableness,
for. For instance,
everything that is felt
Christopher Nolan, the
is shown, in a real
He’s
magical.
brains behind projects
and wonderful way.
He’s delightful,
such as ‘Inception’,
funny, entertaining (Hence why I think it’s
‘Interstellar’ and
a fabulous introduction
‘The Prestige’, uses
and sophisticated
into how Wes works
intelligent dialogue
and what magic he
and focus throughout
can produce). I believe
his films, often using
the cinematography
a non-linear structure
of Wes as a whole is
of storytelling. This
something to marvel at
gives his films a certain
and by just watching
feel that makes him
even 5 minutes of
notable through his
any of his films, you
trademarks, hence why
can say, “that’s Wes
he is one of the best
Anderson.” Undeniably
directors of our time.
you can look at his
However, I’d like to
visuals, listen to
focus on a personal
the soundtrack, be
favourite of mine, Wes
drawn in with his
Anderson. If the name doesn’t ring a bell, some
magnetic characters and know exactly who you
of his classics will. Through ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ or
are watching. All elements of his films are carefully
‘The Grand Budapest Hotel’, Wes has created
constructed to form these clearly entertainmentsome modern masterpieces that I believe will stand
based creations (rather than an immersive
the test of time. His style is often one of the most
experience) that radiate all of Wes’ personality.
recognisable, from his carefully curated aesthetic
Regarding why I believe he is important in film,
colour palettes to dialogue and camera work that
he’s fun. He’s magical. He’s delightful, funny,
entrances all who view it; he has been noted as an
entertaining and sophisticated in his own
“auteur”.
wonderful way. If you want to expand your artistic
In particular, some of my best loved films of his
horizons or learn more about film, grab a hot drink,
include: ‘The Darjeeling Limited’, ‘The Royal
settle down and let Wes Anderson show you what
Tenenbaums’ and ‘The Life Aquatic with Steve
cinema is really about.

Travelling
Forward

By Felicity Bohannon
Photo by Annie Spratt on Unsplash

One of our young people aged 12 has shared her
hobby with us and we asked her some questions
to learn what inspired her to draw….

The Freedom
to be Free

How long have you been drawing?
Since I was little as I have always loved drawing.
What do you like to draw and why?
I always draw Disney characters. My best friend
and I do it together so it’s really nice to be doing
something whilst chatting with my friend.
How long does it take?
To do a detailed one it can take me two to three
hours as I like it to be as good as I can do.
How often do you draw?
A couple of times a week.
Why did you start drawing?
My whole family likes drawing so it has always
been something we all do.

Social media might have its issues
That come from lots of different avenues
But this didn’t come out of nowhere
Hate and lies have always been everywhere
So really, it’s just allowed perpetuations
Of the problems we’ve been struggling with
for entire generations
You say it’s not like 1984
That that is really so obscure
Well, why get a Ministry of Truth
When our society can grow such
a judgmental and opinionated youth?
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And I guess, instead of Big Brother
We all have each other.
If it were not for public opinion
I could go around dressed like a chicken
Have my hair messy
Allow myself the space to be stressy
Post a picture of me being me
Without having to foresee
Lots of different types of bullies
All I am saying
is - are you understanding?
Our beliefs dictate our actions
But what really dictates our beliefs?

Creative Writing - Dear World
The Speak Out Team are working with the young creative writing group at Welland Park Academy and
came up with a written brief for the young people to create an inspiring piece of work. The brief was to
write a letter to “The World” saying what they love about it and what they would like to change.
Have a look at these amazing pieces of work featured in this edition. Check out the school’s blog
https://creativewritingwpa.blogspot.com/

Dear World,
you need to understand
not sit back and just demand
help those who need it most
but please, don’t forget the host
don’t watch the sea cry
because one day our planet will die
help remove the plastic bags
and stop with the unnecessary tags
does that item need a case?
because one day it’ll end up in that
place, that skip that we disregard
because eco seems far too hard
just simple swaps
and well made tops
call out the brands which kill our planet
could make a change, but how can it?
three hundred thousand tonnes a year
but to everyone, “Surely, it’ll disappear?”
maybe, one day, two hundred years on
you can finally say your old clothes are gone
but for this world, it is hard to forget
helping us in advance, only to regret
continuously giving us supplies
even while Earth gradually dies
I am almost afraid to say
it is too late to start today
my generation has known their whole life
and now we struggle against the strife
for this is no normal war
more like a daily chore
we now must act together
as our world won’t last forever
Bring closer our countries, and continents
and our lives
for it’s the only way our world survives
so dear people, please understand
as Earth needs no reprimand
but simply state,
with no due hate
that we must change.
Zara Blyth, Year 11, Top 3

Dear World,
Recently a lot has been happening to people
around the world. Humans have changed a lot
since their first steps, and I want to tell you just
how much has happened. So today I am writing to
you about us and the world.
Humans started off as tribes hunting and farming
to survive. Soon after countries grew to power,
wars started, and this was all just the start of the
humans.
Billions of years later…
I look out of my window, I see humans talking,
birds chattering and the beauty of the earth. I
see love, I see kindness, I see forgiveness. I see
hobbies and life; I see friends and family. I see
the art, the beauty, the amazing creatures, and
the never-ending sea. I see creativity, games, fun,
smartness and the wise. I see the world and I think
of the adventures, possibilities, hope, joy, and a
world of differences that us people should be
proud of. And I think how amazing the world is.
But then I look again…
I see fighting, a cold silence, and rubbish on the
earth. I see anger, I see frustration, I see revenge.
I see darkness, death, wars, and viruses. I see
the factories’ pollution and the oil leaking into the
endless seas. I see sadness, borders, power and
the greedy. I see the world again and I think of
hatred, death, broken dreams and a world where
people treat others differently. And I think how
cruel this world can be.
However, it could all change with just one dream.
Henry Lowther, Year 7, Top 3

Dear World,
I felt I needed to write to you as it upsets me to know
that some people don’t care about you. By the way, I’m
Macy Wells and I’m 11. We have amazing wildlife and
beautiful scenery, but with people littering, it’s ruining
the environment. Plastic and rubbish which is dropped
kills millions of animals and this needs to be stopped!
This problem could easily be solved if only people cared
enough to dispose of their litter and recycle what they can.
You’ve suffered a pandemic these past couple of years
with COVID-19 which has brought a lot of pain and grief
to many people. It’s been very saddening seeing the
effects this has made. So many people have helped to
save lives but others do not seem to have cared.
It also distresses me to see how some people have to
live in your world. Some can live in houses which cost
millions of pounds, but then others don’t have a home,
no food and suffer with diseases which they cannot be
treated for. In your world, every person is different but I
cannot understand why some are made fun of because
of the colour of their skin, the clothes they choose to
wear, or what they believe in. This shouldn’t happen;
each person deserves to live their own life their way.
I myself, feel very lucky in this world to have amazing
friends, a loving family and to be healthy and happy.
I wish everyone in the world was as lucky as me.
Macy Wells, Year 7, Highly commended

Jack Giudice, Year 7, Highly commended

Dear World,
You are part of a wonderfully mysterious
universe and are so beautifully formed.
So perfectly symmetrical and every part
of you has either land or sea. Across
all seven continents, there are billions
of humans and millions of species. All with
bright and powerful minds.
World, you are reserved and quiet, you don’t share
any secrets, nor do you let us know your opinions. For
us, the inhabitants, we sometimes feel divided, full of
friction or anger. Our emotions sometimes show just as
they should: we cry weary tears or scream - a long and
treacherous scream.
We all lead completely different life paths and come
across completely different challenges and hardships.
Yet one thing unites us all - and that is - that we have a
place on your beautiful land.
We understand so much about the universe, yet so
much is yet to be found. We understand you sit with your
fellow planets and orbit the sun, with the stars and the
moon glaring upon you. An astonishing scene; one full of
such beauty and grace.
World, you have witnessed some of the most intelligent
of mankind. And yet, there is still a question they don’t
have the answer to.
World, how were you created? For nothing is ever, infinite.
Kind Regards, Erin Hickey, Year 10, Top 3

Doodle mania
We would like to say a massive “Thank you” to all the young people from Welland Park Academy and
Robert Smyth Academy that have submitted their doodles for the artwork brief for the magazine this
edition, they all look amazing and we have squeezed as many as we could on this page!!

Fred Bott
Poppy Stanton

Elisha Fakih

Rosie Stewart

Rachel Brammer

May Tamgumus

Harriet Langley

We would like to congratulate winners Ethan Ilenkiw (year 7) and Jamie
Fordham (year 8) who entered and won a crime fiction writing competition
set and judged by Robert Smyth Academy. Students designed their own
detective and wrote the first chapter of their detective story. The quality
of both entries is outstanding, so we wanted to showcase them in our
magazine. Look out for the full chapter from Jamie in the next edition!
Ethan Ilenkiw, year 7, Robert Smyth Academy
I tore frenziedly through the dark, dense hallway.
My legs moved on their own. I had no control.
My heart pounded, lights flickered, lungs burnt.
Scarlet red stains covered the walls. I didn’t mean
to do it. It wasn’t intentional. The corridors of the
bunker seemed endless, twisting and turning
like a maze. Narrowing, closing in on me by the
second. Would I ever reach the end?
Heart pulsing, head exploding, stomach churning,
blood running cold. I darted a glance behind me.
Nobody was there. Yet.
“Why me?” I wailed anxiously. “What did I do to
deserve this?” As I neared the end, a desolate,
rusted elevator shaft came into view.
The cold air filled my lungs. Finally. I am out.
Frozen to the spot. Time stood still. “Which way do
I go?” A 3600 turn, twice. Hills. Forests. Lake. An
unlit path. No time to waste. Panic-stricken, I head
for the deep, dense forest…
Night fell. My body ached. I dragged myself
wearily through the forest, the shock seeping
into every crevice of my body. Draining my will.
Pure exhaustion, yet in the distance I could hear
something. A faint sound. One that gives me
hope. The sound of humanity, life beyond the
forest. Intermittent dim noises. The crunch of tyres
against the gravel. A distant hum of voices and
then flickers of light. Flickers of hope.
I bolted through the forest. A burst of energy. I
could hear the faint noises drawing closer and
closer. Faster and faster, until a screech to a halt.
A walled gate.
I collapsed in a heap. I can’t go back to that
hellhole. My body is here but defeated. My vision
blurred and my mind is on rewind. There I am.

Photo by Russell Ferrer on Unsplash

Crime fiction
writing competition

Past events racing through my mind. My amygdala
in overdrive. Once again, back in that dreadful
room…
Four walls. A clinical lab, gleaming white. I am
the centrepiece, strapped to a chair in the centre
of the room. I am the dedication of the lab. My
destiny is in their hands. Hours of research.
Sterilized needles. Intricate intriguing headgear.
I hold the key to their knowledge. My power
intrigues them. My power frightens them. They
need me. They need to understand me, then I
remember my reason for being here. The powers I
behold. The strength with which I am blessed but
cursed.
Empowered, I rise from my heap on the floor.
Focused, I visualise the gate opening. Telekinesis,
my power, my ability, my strength, or my flaw? All
power comes with weakness. All weakness comes
with power. The reason for my capture. They took
my life away. They pushed me to do this. This isn’t
me. This is their fault. I will get them back.
The gate opened. That was when the blinding
bright headlights beamed across my body resting
on my face. They stopped. The windows rolled
down. A voice called me. Questions of concern.
‘Am I OK?’ ‘Do I need help?’ How do I answer?
Jamie Fordham, year 8, Robert Smyth
Academy
I didn’t mean to, I didn’t mean to kill him.
It just took over, I was a slave to my anger,
imprisoned in my own mind.
Sorry if I get you, I am, but at least I will
have warned you. At least you will have
known.
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Q&A

In partnership with
The Speak Out Team
What are the changes in general practice that
young people should know about?
General practice is no longer about just doctors
and nurses. Whilst general practitioners (GPs)
remain central to the provision of primary care
services, general practice now employs a far wider
range of healthcare professions than before.
The introduction of Primary Care Networks
(PCNs - there are two covering Harborough) has
increased the employment of what the NHS calls
“additional roles”. They employ Social Prescribing
Link Workers (SPLW), Health and Wellbeing
Coaches (H&WC), Clinical Pharmacists, First
Contact Physiotherapists, Care Coordinators and
Mental Health Practitioners. All of these roles allow
patients to be supported locally without the need
to travel to access services. Specifically, these
roles cover:
•	Social Prescribers take referrals from GPs,
nurses and others and work with individuals to
determine what non-clinical services they need
and then signpost and refer onwards.
•	Health & Wellbeing Coaches work in
conjunction with SPLWs and provide a greater
level of input to individuals. H&WCs determine
the best plan for individuals and work with them
to implement those plans which can include
physical exercise and other activities.
•	Clinical Pharmacists tend to work with more
complex individuals who need a regular
review of their medications to ensure the best
treatment is prescribed and the best control
is achieved for their conditions. These can be
face-to-face appointments as well as telephone
consultations.
•	First Contact Physiotherapists work within
general practice and can see patients with
musculoskeletal problems ranging from
sprained ankles to pulled shoulders and other
aches and pains. Patients can receive advice,
guidance and treatment plans within days of
experiencing the problem and these problems
can be treated early and resolve themselves
without becoming chronic problems.

•	Care Coordinators complement the work of
Social Prescribing Link Workers and Health
Coaches and work with individuals who have
complex medical and non-medical needs by
helping coordinate their access to the correct
care either via external agencies or through the
internal teams.
•	Mental Health Practitioners are new roles
where trained mental health nurses work within
general practice to see patients with mental
health issues that don’t need acute secondary
care.
All of the above compliment and support the
nurses, doctors, healthcare assistants and
administration staff who continue to provide
primary care within GP’s surgeries.
How to access services
Health information is available in several ways. You
no longer have to ring and speak to a person
on the phone or book an appointment face-toface. You can access your practice online with
questions, ordering of prescriptions etc. and there
are resources on the Cross Counties Healthcare
Primary Care Network website where you can see
the latest updates on provision in the local area.
You can have a virtual meeting with your clinician
and don’t even need to go into the practice. At
your GP practice you can get advice on lots
of specific things: healthy eating, exercise and
fitness, smoking/alcohol/drugs, diabetes, sexual
health and more.
Where can young people go for general health
advice locally?
•	Use the NHS app (free) for information and a
symptom checker
•	Speak to someone you trust i.e., family/friend/school
teacher/school nurse
•	Your local chemist can offer some good advice. All
pharmacists are highly trained and can offer a
confidential space if necessary
•	Visit your local library and access the Reading Well
for guides on health and wellbeing for young people

Useful websites:
Cross Counties Healthcare Primary Care Network:
https://crosscountieshealthcarepcn.gpweb.org.uk/
The Mix: https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health
Information on the Reading Well: https://readingwell.org.uk/books/books-on-prescription/youngpeople-mental-health
Health for Teens: https://www.healthforteens.
co.uk/?location=Leicester%2C%20Leicestershire%20
and%20Rutland

Anti-social behaviour

By Joshua Evans & Olivia Hall

Anti-social behaviour can be categorized (by
the Metropolitan police) into three main parts:
Personal, nuisance and environmental. Each
can cause terrible effects on communities.
Personal focuses on how an individual can target
another person or group, nuisance relates to how
someone can impact a community negatively
and environmental links to creating issues for the
environment.

Reducing anti-social behaviour and
violence in the local area
Operation SCEPTRE – Leicestershire Police
ran an anti-knife crime week during April last
year. It aimed to reduce knife crime by targeting
those carrying weapons. Also, the event raised
awareness of knife crime and the impact these
crimes can have and where you can go for advice.
JADA+ (Journey Away from Domestic Abuse)
is a service that offers advice, assistance,
and emotional and practical support. It offers
information and help for young people and
the non-abusing parent through a programme
of play and educational activities designed to
improve social skills, self-esteem and cooperative
play. Also, JADA+ Therapeutic Services offer a
confidential, safe, non-judgemental and empathic

environment in which children
and young people can share and
explore challenges that they are experiencing,
allowing them to move forward.
There are other groups to reduce issues
surrounding anti-social behaviour. The CSP
(Community Safety Program) tries to protect
people from crime and disorder. A recent venture
of theirs was the ‘Make a stand against violence’
campaign which exists to show young people
what violence relating to anti-social behaviour
can look like, and what devastating effects it can
have. They provide young people with the tools to
be an active bystander, and this essentially helps
educate them on what their involvement should
be within a violent situation. The main points they
offer to youth are to: cool it down, be direct and
get help. These three things are in place to ensure
the safety of more people within the community
and overall minimise the amount of violence.
Live Safe: https://livesafe.org.uk/young-people/
make-a-stand-against-violence/
JADA+: https://www.wa-leicester.org.uk/Pages/
Category/support-for-children
This article was written in partnership with the Harborough
District Community Safety Partnership.

Wanders in nature

By Soraiya Sudworth
At this time of year, I’m sure all you want to do is stay
snuggled up in blankets with a cup of hot chocolate,
but even in the cold days of January you’ve got to
keep moving. Where better to do it than in a forest,
surrounded by birdsong and towering trees. The
whole place is teeming with life. If you still need
persuasion to get up, then here are some reasons to
get out into nature besides exercise.
Improved concentration
That’s right, if you are struggling with your
mountains of studies, take a break to have
a walk. It doesn’t have to be
anywhere special, the local
park will do. Studies from the
University of Edinburgh have
shown that 20 minutes
of green space does
your brain the world

of good. It will also make you much more engaged
with the world around you (listen up, daydreamers!)
It will de-stress you
If you’re feeling overwhelmed and blue, then nature
is a brilliant remedy. Having a ‘forest bath’ will both
greatly reduce the stress hormone cortisol and
boost the happiness hormone serotonin.
It gives your eyes a break
They deserve it. How much time do you spend
looking at screens? It’s good to let your gaze wander
and zone out for a minute. This will both train and
regenerate your eyes, as well as relaxing you.
If you’re finally persuaded but don’t know
where to start, then check out
https://www.forestryengland.uk for forests
near you. Let’s all grab a snack, wrap up warm
and get walking!

Horoscopes

Chill Out
Projects

By The Speak Out Team

HCYC is a local charity focused on
delivering services and projects to meet
identified needs and gaps in services for
children and young people across the
Harborough District.

Current Term-Time Drop in/
Open Access Provision
South Kilworth “SKY” Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00pm
Age Range: 8 to 16
Venue: South Kilworth Village Hall
Contact us for more info
Fleckney Youth Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00 to 8.30pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: At Fleckney Baptist Church Hall
In partnership with Fleckney Parish Council
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Tell us how you think
we could improve
Have
the magazine by
emailing:
speakout@hcyc.org.uk

Your Say

Word of the issue!
Hiemal (high-uh-muhl)

Hiemal means wintry and cold, so is great for
describing this season. Examples of ways you
could use hiemal are “The temperature is very
hiemal.” and “The hiemal landscape.”
Some articles in Speak Out are kindly
sponsored by the Harborough District
Community Safety Partnership. However,
all views expressed are those of members
of the Speak Out Team.

Scorpio: You have to learn to trust yourself and others.
Reach out to someone, build bridges of shared love
for sitcoms, fear of heights, whatever it may be. Enjoy
the unpredictability and wonder of humans. This is
your story, and your time.
Libra: You need to see more art in the everyday,
Libra, because life is what you make it. Notice how the
streetlamps pool and glimmer in the night, smile
because it’s good for your health and heart. You’ve
been craving beauty, bewitchment, excitement, and
trust us, you’ve got everything you need right here.
Leo: Luck will be on your side as surely as the sun
shines.
Sagittarius: You will succeed in something you
endeavour with.
Aquarius: Good will come out of a bad turn of fate.
Taurus: You’ve been trying so hard with smarts and
guts and a seemingly nuclear drive, and this month
will be a gold rush of beautiful things - if only you
stop and appreciate. Realise there are starlings in
these wide, low skies; throw open the windows; have
courage.
Aries: You’re impulsive and you’re passionate, blazing
an incandescent trail. Learn to let go, but also learn
to let go and give others control. The world will keep
on turning even if you’re not spinning it round, like a
ballerina doing pirouettes with a basketball. It’ll be a
good month.
Virgo: You’ve got a heart of gold and an inner
steel, and this month is going to be glorious for you.
Although you’re always striving to be better, just try to
remember that if things aren’t pristinely perfect - well,
you’re not going to burst into flames. Learn to live with
a little chaos (after all, some believe that’s how the
world began) and enjoy the collisions, the crazy and
the uncontrollable.
Capricorn: Be patient with yourself. Your drive and
ambition is inspiring and your hard work will pay
off soon. The next chapter of your life will be full of
excitement so don’t forget to step back and enjoy the
little things. Be kind and remember to collect beautiful
moments.
Pisces: What makes you unique makes you beautiful.
Shine and your kindness is admirable. The next
chapter of your life will be wonderful and like you have
never seen before. Remember to live in the moment.
Cancer: Your loyalty is refreshing and you should be
content with your achievements so far. Your hard work
will pay off soon.
Gemini: There’s never a boring moment when you
are around. Your flexibility bodes well for your success.
Take advantage of it and sometimes spontaneousness
will do the trick.
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